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I've released an update for the Marble Theme. It consists of a small change to the CSS which
fixes Code/Quote posts giving them a fixed height and width, so if long codes/quotes are posted
they will automatically have horizontal and/or vertical scrollbars to avoid pushing the page out of
line. I've tested in both IE and Firefox browsers and it works fine in both.

There is no difference between Marble v1 and Marble v1.1 other than this Quote/Code change
and the version name changed in the footer.
 - If you're not worried about having long qoutes/codes being posted and making that page have
a horizontal scrollbar, then Marble v1 works fine.
 - If you want codes/quotes to have a set height and width, as you see on the XOOPS site, then
Marble Theme 1.1 will do that.

The Marble versions are available as different downloads to keep track of downloads and
changes, as well as to give users the choice.

You can read more and download it at my main site www.richardsdomain.com

Soon I'll also be releasing Version 2 of my popular Calligraphy Themes, as well as the Blue and
Red Glow Themes and the Marble Theme. They will all have the search box included in the
header (if they haven't already) as well as the above mentioned quote/code css changes, also
matching optional system_redirect.html and system_siteclosed.html files.

I hope you keep enjoying my Themes as I'm relatively new to releasing Themes still :)

Feedback is welcome both on here and on my site :) Thanks for your support :)

http://www.richardsdomain.com
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